Stroke prevention in atrial fibrillation
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Atrial fibrillation is a common, potentially preventable cause of disabling stroke in the elderly, particularly in elderly women, resulting from embolism of stasis-precipitated thrombi formed in the left atrial appendage. In 1989, the first randomized clinical trial of anticoagulant therapy in atrial fibrillation showed that warfarin produced a large reduction in ischemic stroke. In the ensuing 25 years, more than 40 additional randomized trials have permitted stroke prophylaxis to be importantly refined. It has been a period of remarkable progress in stroke prevention. Here, we discuss selected aspects of the American Academy of Neurology (AAN)’s evidence-based guideline update.

The most salient area of progress during the past decade has been the advent of the direct-acting oral anticoagulants (dabigatran, rivaroxaban, apixaban, edoxaban) that have revolutionized anticoagulant management. These agents selectively inhibit factor Xa (names ending in “Xa” — rivaroxaban, apixaban, edoxaban) or thrombin (names ending in “tran” — dabigatran) and have been referred to as the “novel oral anticoagulants.” However, the novel oral anticoagulants are no longer new; initial phase III randomized trials testing an oral direct thrombin inhibitor in atrial fibrillation were published a decade ago. What distinguishes these agents from oral vitamin K antagonists is that they directly interact with their coagulation protein target, and thus we propose that the term direct-acting oral anticoagulant (DOACs) is more useful.

In patients with atrial fibrillation, DOACs sharply reduce the risk of intracranial hemorrhage compared with high-quality warfarin anticoagulation, and it is this effect that accounts for much of their benefits over warfarin. Despite these benefits, DOACs are not simply “warfarin-made-easy” and do not work as well as warfarin in patients with mechanical heart valves. It took nearly 50 years to optimize warfarin dosing, monitoring, and reversal of the anticoagulant effect, and improvements in the clinical use of the DOACs are anticipated.

Culebras et al. have recently updated the 1998 AAN guideline on prevention of stroke in nonvalvular atrial fibrillation. Weighing the evidence is always challenging, and it is often difficult to reach agreement even between experienced clinician scientists following detailed rules of evidence. That stated, our views differ with the updated guideline in 3 important management areas.

Atrial fibrillation patients with prior stroke or TIA have a high risk of ischemic stroke (about 10% per year) if not anticoagulated. The European Atrial Fibrillation Study demonstrated a large reduction in stroke when such patients are treated with oral vitamin K antagonists, confirmed by significant reductions among subgroups of participants with prior stroke/TIA.
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in other randomized trials\textsuperscript{6-7} and by meta-analyses.\textsuperscript{8,9} Hence, the Level B recommendation ("should") attached to recommendation for anticoagulation of atrial fibrillation patients with prior stroke or TIA in the current guideline is too tepid. Atrial fibrillation patients with prior ischemic stroke or TIA benefit the most from anticoagulation and should receive anticoagulation if it can be given safely. The strength and consistency of evidence from multiple randomized trials are overwhelming, and we would rate the recommendation for anticoagulation higher (Level A, "must").

The updated guideline recommends several options for oral anticoagulation of atrial fibrillation patients that include warfarin, dabigatran, rivaroxaban, and apixaban, and favors the use of DOACs for those "at higher risk of intracranial bleeding" (not clearly specified). DOACs, when available and affordable, should be preferred over warfarin for most patients with atrial fibrillation. This includes atrial fibrillation patients with prior stroke or TIA based on meta-analyses of subgroups of patients with prior brain ischemia included in the large phase III trials comparing DOACs with warfarin.\textsuperscript{10,11} This "DOAC instead of warfarin" recommendation (with caveats) is in line with several recent, prominent evidence-based guidelines.\textsuperscript{12-14}

The recently published large randomized trial comparing edoxaban with warfarin adds to the weight of evidence favoring DOACs as the anticoagulants of choice for most atrial fibrillation patients with good renal function.\textsuperscript{15}

Triflusal plus acenocoumarol (target international normalized ratio [INR] 1.25–2.0) is advocated ("triflusal plus acenocoumarol is likely more effective than acenocoumarol alone in reducing stroke risk") in the updated guideline as an option for atrial fibrillation patients with moderate stroke risk, particularly in developing countries. This recommendation is based on a single, relatively small, open-label randomized trial that demonstrated no statistically significant effect on stroke.\textsuperscript{16} Recommendation to use triflusal plus low-intensity acenocoumarol for stroke prevention in atrial fibrillation patients is premature, particularly considering the much higher quality data supporting alternative treatments.

A hot topic addressed in the updated guideline is how optimally to detect covert paroxysmal atrial fibrillation in patients with recent brain ischemia. Extended cardiac rhythm monitoring of patients with recent "cryptogenic" brain ischemia reveals evidence of atrial fibrillation in 10%–20%, with longer periods of monitoring rendering higher yields. However, it remains unclear whether relatively brief episodes of atrial fibrillation (e.g., lasting only a few minutes or even seconds) during prolonged continuous cardiac monitoring identifies patients at high risk for subsequent stroke that would be prevented by anticoagulation. All of the studies completed to date have lacked a control group of elderly patients without stroke. In short, when you look vigorously for atrial fibrillation in patients with recent ischemic stroke, you often find it, but the threshold duration of atrial fibrillation that identifies patients who will benefit from anticoagulation has yet to be determined, a vexing conundrum for clinicians.

The current AAN guideline includes the recommendation that "clinicians might obtain outpatient cardiac rhythm studies in patients with cryptogenic stroke to identify patients with occult NVAF (Level C)." We agree and look forward to additional studies that will allow stronger and more specific recommendations.
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ERRATUM
Management of unruptured intracranial aneurysms

In the article “Management of unruptured intracranial aneurysms” by Lindsey N. Williams and Robert D. Brown, Jr. (Neurol Clin Pract 2013;3:98–109), there is an omission in the legends of figures 1 and 2. There should be an additional sentence that reads: “Used with permission of Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research, all rights reserved.” The editorial staff regrets the omission.
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